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I: This reesrach aims to better understand the interactions between people 1 
with Acquired Brain Injuries and outside services. This will be used to 2 
develop a new form of support to bridge the gap in communication between 3 
services and those qith ABI, urm it should take about 30mins to an hour and 4 
with your permission would be audio recorded 5 

P: yep that’s fine  6 

I: great, all conversations are confidential and all transcripts will be 7 
anonymised, and you have the right to withdraw at any point before and 8 
during the interview, if you wish to withdraw the data after interview you 9 
are free to do so just send me an email, or you can contact dr Alyson 10 
Norman and her number will be on the information sheet that I’ll send you  11 

P: yep ok 12 

I: great do you have any questions about the process before we start  13 

P: no that’s fine 14 

I: great, sorry you sound a bit faint on your line  15 

P: is that better 16 

I: yeah that’s great, thank you, so please can you give me a brief history 17 
of your experience with someone with brain injur 18 

P: yeah I’ve worked urm at ahhh urm respite unit for disabilities and any 19 
(inaudible) and with Acquired Brain Injury urm and I’ve worked at the unit 20 
for fifteen years 21 

I: ok so how many how often do you see people with brain injury 22 

P: yeah regularly we have people living so we are a respite unit but also 23 
we have urm semi-permeant unit urrm three of which actually have an 24 
Acquired Brain Injury 25 

I: ok urm and can you describe what happens once the diagnosis is given  26 

P: urrrmmm not exactly because urrm we don’t see them directly from 27 
hospital  28 

I: ok 29 

P: so it’s difficult for me to give you urm a full picture of urmm urrm of 30 
Acquired Brain Injury through to hospital rehabilitation and then to us, 31 
that’s my understanding is that they’ll be that they’ll be hospitalisation 32 
to recover from urrm the the urm the injury and then urrm and then 33 
rehabilitation to then the more social setting, like ours which is a 34 
residential unit and then possibly back out to the community. Urm there was 35 
a gentlemen that we did see for some rehab but he actually came from a 36 
community hospital  37 

I: hmm 38 

P: urrrm where they did some urrm intensive rehab within OT physio’s and 39 
then he came into uuurm my unit where they continued to have a community OT 40 
and physio, who urrrmmm urrrmm who worked in with more living skills urm 41 
trying to get them to do some cooking and stuff that you know he would have 42 
never of cooked before he would reheated up meals so you’d never of get 43 
somebody better than they were before they had the brain injury, so would 44 
have been good to get that understanding before they started trying to get 45 
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into creating meals and things but yeah that that’s the urrm process of 46 
what’s being happened. 47 

I: so what’s your specific role for them  48 

P: so I mean like I say we run a unit for people with physical disabilities 49 
so ours would be to offer any physical intervention in terms of personal 50 
care urm support, hydration urm and all of those things and we can then do 51 
some additional support if we are commissioned to to urm offer some rehab 52 
work if they in terms of you know doing some enabling work as opposed to 53 
urrm do doing for the clients and so we can you know we can say you know 54 
have you read the back of the packet to make sure that you know you’re 55 
reheating it correctly to the right temperatures observe them using the 56 
settings on the microwave and so on so we do have that we do offer that  57 

I yeah, urm and have you had a personal experience with someone with brain 58 
injury just from your survey you filled out urrm and I got the impression 59 
that you don’t like a family member or you directly knew someone 60 

P: yeah well my gran had a stroke so urrm and I guess that has elements of 61 
brain injury attached to it soo yeah I had and my dad had a (aneurysm) so 62 
urm when they did the operation that always left him with some brain 63 
damage, 64 

I: how was that process once he got the diagnose of having brain damage, 65 

P: so the brain damage was minimal so he had a long (inaudible) what the 66 
damage was and and not much really so so so the in terms of the the 67 
services available as he did had epilepsy so so we we had established that 68 
he had damage after he had a seizure, urrm and so he saw the urm the 69 
specialist nurse urm that he was then put on medication for it and it’s 70 
well controlled, so so he didn’t acquire any intervention and that was 71 
we’re talking three years ago 72 

I: yeah so he wasn’t offered any intervention 73 

P: no no but he managed incredibly well 74 

I: sorry just because it says cause of brain injury road traffic accident 75 

P: oh right so so yeah sorry I was talking about a specific individual as 76 
there was a client that I was working with for sixteen years 77 

I: oh ok 78 

P: who had a road traffic accident,  79 

I: ok, and how  80 

P: so that specific one I was met him quite some time down the process so 81 
he was in hospital intensive care they were talking about turning the life 82 
support machine off  and he started breathing on his own and so he he and 83 
he made some recovery, wheel chair dependent, and then he went to sveral 84 
other homes before he urm before he came to (area) and that’s how I know 85 
him for about fifteen years, in terms of the injury for him he had a social 86 
worker changes frequently he had a specialist neurologist, urm that all 87 
look at the overall package of therapies that he’s receiving which again is 88 
minimal they might do a program for a sh short period of time but urmm and 89 
and a specialist services that was available were quite generic service urm 90 
it’s limited, its when I say limited I mean none. 91 

I: hello 92 
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P: hello 93 

I: yeah sorry it cut off for a second, what was your relationship like with 94 
all the different patients you see  95 

P: in terms of like I say we see probably around twenty five service users 96 
with brain injury over a course of a year, urm and (area) is quite a er a 97 
relaxed from environment where people are coming in from the community and 98 
they want rest so if there was anybody with quite challenging behaviours we 99 
would we probably wouldn’t be able to offer them a service, so all the 100 
clients that get here are quite err err they’re er I don’t want to say able 101 
cause they have quite a lot of physical needs but in terms of challenging 102 
behaviour not so much so it has the relationship with them right I think I 103 
have a brilliant relationship with the clients in my personal opinion they 104 
might think something different but yeah I think a great relationship but I 105 
have some awareness and understanding with Acquired Brain Injury and this 106 
is quite a controlled environment if I was offering this as a 107 
nonprofessional that like in sainsbury’s that might be a different answer   108 

I: hmm, and with the services that they urrm go onto urm see after you or 109 
before you how do you say that works does it work well 110 

P: urrmm I know a lot of day centre services like headway offer it I think 111 
theres urm I don’t have much dealings with (place) but headway we do some 112 
actual linked work with headway, urrm because they have lie more specific 113 
specialist urrm skills of working with people with wi with brain injury and 114 
we’ve learnt from them and ur er you know gained some support from headway 115 
hmm, but like I say what we what we experience is somebody that also 116 
supporting an elderly gentlemen with dementia and somebody with Acquired 117 
brain injury and urrmm and I don’t know that there’s always the level of 118 
insight and urrmm level of insght into brain injuries that other workers 119 
should have really 120 

I: right and how do you think it’s the best way to deal with it, do you 121 
thinking it’s working when people have low insight urm are there any 122 
difficulties that you see that they have with other services? 123 

P: sorry can you just give me one minute- (inaudible)- sorry  124 

I: no worries, so I was saying the people that you say have quite low 125 
insight, it might be a bit more difficult with them 126 

P: yeah I think, that there’s just not much dynamic thinking or approach to 127 
it I mean with my feeling on urm that adult primary care at the moment is 128 
that there isn’t there isbn’t the specialist insight into different 129 
disabilities and the that they are using a lot of local social workers and 130 
they don’t necessarily have the the the specialist urm insight into 131 
acquired brain injuries that that perhaps somebody with headway would have 132 
or whatever the, or have the training on those on those disabilities, so I 133 
think that’s what it needs it’s a fresh approach of possibly of splitting 134 
different disabilities into core specialist urm urrrmm urm skill groups 135 
really 136 

I: hmm and urm, assuming people that come to you do they have a key worker 137 
or social worker  138 

P: yeah so we we there’s urm care managers we try and get everybody a cre 139 
manager often it’s things at home that they are opn to allocation, but for 140 
us here if they are urrm we we everybody that comes in has a a individual 141 
key worker staff member to oversea their care here, and they would have 142 
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they would be the best person to go to if they wanted to know of any you 143 
know any you know injury at restbite and have they been you know what’s 144 
their their general demeanor been like throughout their care and and so 145 
that gives us a point for me to go to if I want to find out anything about 146 
that individual 147 

I: ok, are there any other, services that urm regarding their care that you 148 
would have regular contact with besides their key worker 149 

P: so externally we might approach headway general speaking it’s medical so 150 
urm it would be urm like their consultant or specialist in in hospitals or 151 
so like I say social workers  152 

I: ok 153 

P: obviously medical wise they have better understanding and insight in 154 
brain injuries than perhaps urrm urrrm the social workers have  155 

I: ok how do you think long-term community support can be improved  156 

P: urrm I think it needs a  a better signposting approach, so urm you know 157 
and whether there’s opportunities to have I mean from my end what I’m 158 
working with is high end people with acquired brain injury so you know 159 
their communication is effected their mobility is effected and stuff but 160 
urrm I think there’s opportunity to to have some re-ablement centre and 161 
employment opportunities, where people you know when they go to a job 162 
centre where they’re dealing with you know a twenty five year old uurm 163 
that’s been urm unemployed they actually have centres where people can go 164 
to look for employment and they have an understanding of where they’re at 165 
with their disability I also think that urm having some er an adult primary 166 
care worker social worker that urm that just covers eldery frailty and you 167 
know and so on that actually have specialist social workers that have that 168 
ability and better insight into into disabilities and and with you know 169 
including the acquire abrin injury and I think that will go someway into 170 
moving things forwards. Or even just like little centres where people can 171 
go into so there is always someone manning a desk where people with 172 
disabilities and brain injury can go into and and you kow offload something 173 
that they need to express. Urm and I think that that would again go someway 174 
into improving things then that would be a start 175 

I: yeah and are there any sort of case studies you’ve had where the person 176 
has struggled with other difficulties as well with substance abuse or or 177 
crime or housing problems. 178 

P: yeah I think I think what when people go out into the community what can 179 
happen is that vulnerable people can get targeted by people that you 180 
wouldn’t want them targeted by such as drug dealers and and an and I think 181 
in my experience some of those that an individual that I’m thinking of 182 
probably was and their easily influenced so so you could be easily 183 
encourage somebody that is feeling a bit low and fed up to try someof these 184 
tablets you know and then and then and actually they like being in that 185 
place and then they’re an addict and so you have to you know im aware of 186 
some of that  187 

I: yeah do you think there is anything set in place to urm 188 

P: counteract that no, no you know at the moment with er social care is on 189 
it’s knees, the money isn’t there and I hate to bring it back to money but 190 
but err so like I say people you know when they say you know there’s urm 191 
you know they’re stable their home situation is stable quite often it’s not 192 
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stable how you can have a brain injury and suggest that the home situation 193 
is stable it’s not there always challenges and difficulties and there’s not 194 
er and and and and there isn’t the oversight because there’s no social 195 
worker there there’s no regular review it’s just so that they’re open to 196 
allocation and nobodies looking into it when actually what’s happening and 197 
that’s when things like you know they’re properties being used as a dose 198 
house or urm drug addicts and so on you I think it’s quite it it happens 199 
frequently  200 

I: yeah, and obviously when it comes to making their own decisions in that 201 
circumstance, urm how how are they – 202 

P: that’s really difficult because if they say they have capacity they 203 
probably have capacity until they’ve taken the drug and then you know the 204 
capacities been urrm it has an effect and that’s really difficult because 205 
you know you talk about the restrictive and and and often somebody with a 206 
brain injury will be assessed with have the capacity but it’s about you 207 
know as well as them being easily influenced and encouraged to take drugs 208 
there’s also an element of being able to influence and encouraged to stay 209 
on the right path 210 

I: hmmm 211 

P: but there isn’t I’m but the the there isn’t that time to give to those 212 
people so whereas the drug dealers have that time the professionals aren’t 213 
given that time to be able to it’s just been given a you know community 214 
care calls are being cut all the time and reduced and so you get community 215 
care that can give half that and raise those issues and those issues can be 216 
raised for safeguarding and the social worker might go oh well they have 217 
capacity so it’s just easy it’s an easier you know they got a huge case and 218 
they need to sign them off and I think that that’s that’s part of the 219 
problem  220 

I: and how do they do follow up how do they keep on top of the persons ever 221 
changing wellbeing 222 

P: I don’t think they do 223 

I: right 224 

P: I think that’s the problem in that they put in a couple of calls with 225 
some carers to rectify that issue but I think that it just doesn’t begin to 226 
scratch the surface, there needs to be an approach where have a 227 
multidisciplinary meeting and discuss you know you know best interest and 228 
things like that but ultimately that person has capacity and they chose 229 
they’re say they’re choosing to live like that well nobody would actually 230 
choose to live like that and they probably need some mechanism in 231 
supporting that person urrr urr you know and giving them rest really taking 232 
them out of that environment giving them a chance to actually clear their 233 
head space and you know taking the pressure off of them for a while, so the 234 
opportunity to readdress whats going on to be done 235 

I: can you tell me about you’re experience in what you’ve witnessed with 236 
the changes of family dynamics and social relationships  237 

P: yeah I think that in husband and wife situations, it turns into a career 238 
and client direction and I think that’s inevitable depending on the level 239 
of injury sustained urm brain injury sustained you know that that and and 240 
the ability to I don’t think the signpost are good enough for for people 241 
that have gone through that you know the hospital discharges they you know 242 
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they give them the the urrm the social worker puts in a package of care 243 
that’s required also and then they are sent on the way with no sort of real 244 
follow up with what about these services can this be done and and I don’t 245 
know if the services are particularly there either because of reduction in 246 
funding and things like that so urm so yes in terms of family dynamics a 247 
sense of loss when er you know when the main bread winner that’s 248 
experienced the injury and and you know about keeping the house going and 249 
all the other things, yeah it it is huge ramification for relationships  250 

I: and how can this be improved  251 

P: I think again with the right services going in you know you know quite a 252 
lot of people with acquired brain injuries are being supported by somebody 253 
who that’s gone and had urm errr you know the carer that goes in might have 254 
just gone and done somebodies shoe laces an elderly gentlemen and go and 255 
make them a bowl of porridge and then they’re going in with somebody with 256 
quite complex needs with a brain injury and so they I don’t know that 257 
there’s not a specialist services that’s set up to deal with people with 258 
complex needs out in the community urm or at least they’re not being found 259 
by social workers they’re just their usual services the people that are 260 
being commissioned to do that work all the time they are being are being 261 
urm brought in to do to offer that care. 262 

I: hmmm 263 

P: and I think that if there was if we had the specialist social workers 264 
that actually understood the disabilities and understood exactly what can 265 
be done with these people then that could urrm, like I say a good start. 266 

I: right and when you’re dealing with family members yourself how do you 267 
explain the  268 

P: hmm mm 269 

I: explain the possible (inaudible) and treatment  270 

P: sorry can you say that again  271 

I: urm so when you’re dealing with family members with those with brain 272 
injury in your service, how do you explain the effects of your treatment 273 
towards the patient 274 

P: how are service supports it or what it does 275 

I: in terms of keeping them updated with the person with brain injury and 276 
their treatment that they’re getting 277 

P: often in terms of the treatment, urm it they probably the medical 278 
treatment that they are going to receive by the time they come to us that 279 
and the so what we’re providing is rest bite care so that they are able to 280 
go off and do the things like supporting and caring for somebody at home, 281 
they’re able to just go off on holiday perhaps and able to book that in and 282 
you know we can feed back to the individuals that how they’re weeks gone 283 
when they are in with us, is that what you’re asking? 284 

I: yeah, 285 

P: so we offer them complete rest for that person at home so real rest bite 286 
care so what they’re isn’t enough off if that somebody that place where the 287 
person can ring up and say id like to book urrmm my husband in in the end 288 
of april urm because most homes will want to take long term bookings that 289 
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don’t actually offer rest bite care we have a total of eleven bedrooms 290 
dedicated to restbite  291 

I: right, and what are the positives that you’ve seen in all the different 292 
services and yourself with people with brain injury 293 

P: there are specialists services out there urrm and I think that’s a 294 
positive urrrm urrm if there if the there is urrm the urrr if they have the 295 
capacity to take the the the numbers of people but because they’re so 296 
skewed I don’t know about urr being able to access urm headway first and 297 
what whether the waiting list of people who want to go in and in the 298 
meantime whether that leads to a breakdown in family situations because 299 
they haven’t been able to access these services I’m not aware fully in 300 
terms of rest bite care we are able to do it if we can meet the need but I 301 
so the positives are that there are some services still running urrm and 302 
the the they have the specialist insight, urm so yeah, I haven’t got much 303 
to say more on positives really (laughs)  304 

I: ok so the main gist of what im getting from you is that there needs to 305 
be more specialised urm services which deals with for example elderly 306 
different types of brain injury 307 

P: yeah definitely yeah, the thing is that right now ive got a social 308 
worker coming to speak to one of my gentlemen and and and urm I don’t know 309 
if he’ll necessarily understand the effects on what this meeting will  have 310 
on him when he’s left so a lot of the time we’ll have someone with acquired 311 
brain injury who will come in they’ll have a conversation they’ll think 312 
that really well and then they got and whats happened is that its taken 313 
longer for that information to be urrm to sink in and then what we get is 314 
the the after effect of that conversation that’s had been had and whether 315 
it’s not being completely understood or been taken literally or do you see 316 
what I mean so on the space of it it makes it seem quite, they respond 317 
quite normally or or seem whatever is normal and respond appropriately and 318 
what we see afterwards is something completely different, and I don’t think 319 
that that’s always understood and we can feed that back but you know 320 
without actually being there or seeing it it’s pretty difficult to what has 321 
happened and also with communication can be delayed and you know they move 322 
on to speak to quickly or and and urm you know what a lot of people with 323 
brain injury will do is pretend they’ve understood 324 

I: yeah 325 

P: and that’s the thing that has massive urm uhh a response that covers 326 
them to make another person believe that they’ve understood when they 327 
perhaps haven’t umm so so in terms of you know I think specialist support 328 
on that level of insight  329 

I: yeah 330 

P: for people that are gonna work with brain injured clients or individuals 331 
need to urrm need to have that insight really  332 

I: yeah course, and urm also you mentioned with urm when there are issues 333 
when it comes to being vulnerable with urm substance abuse and crime there 334 
aren’t enough services out there to, allow or not enough money being put 335 
into, avoiding that situation in the first place or monitoring them or 336 
doing sort of regular check-ups or track someones changing  337 

P: yeah once they are living with a live-in career that are vulnerable and 338 
the community are wide open to to being taken advantage of and I think that 339 
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urm yeah criminals wil be criminals and take advantage and so identifying 340 
those individuals and doing regular checks and urm you know regulare 341 
reviews is is key to reducing that that the possibility and stopping it if 342 
it does come up but like I say mine standing at the moment is that there is 343 
a number of vulnerable people out there people out there without allocated 344 
work because there isn’t the capacity for that anymore, and and and social 345 
services are comfortable with that you know you’re not gonna have somebody 346 
where that somebody that is living out in the community has an appointed 347 
social worker or allocated social worker who they can ring up and say I’m 348 
having these difficulties at the moment  you know they would have to go 349 
through (place) direct as I live in (place) so the process of (place) is 350 
that they have to ring (place) direct and have a direct conversation with 351 
the and takr their their urm concern and that then would be put into 352 
allocation in and it would be picked up in priority and that sounds that 353 
sounds like quite a straight forward process but when you have a brain 354 
injury to pick that phone up and raise that concern in the first place is 355 
quite something but then with it not being dealt with immediately is is 356 
soul destroying and they forget that thetas been done and by the time that 357 
somebody rings back up they might not even have any understanding with what 358 
they are talking about or why this is being brought up to them so there is 359 
something wrong with the process  360 

I: yeah, so almost sounds like it works very well for urm the professionals 361 
but  362 

P: or to have someone living with you to fight your corner  363 

I: hmm 364 

P: those people living on their own in in in the studio in urrm the 365 
community urm will find it much harder  366 

I: yeah, so they almost sort of find a way where it suits them more and 367 
more effective for their wellbeing  368 

P: yeah exactly 369 

I: ok well thank you so much for taking the time to talk to me about your 370 
experience 371 

P: not at all 372 

I: is there anything else you’d like to add to this  373 

P: no other than, have you got enough people to interview, urm and that 374 
cause ive been asking around an ive been I know Alyson so and shes sent me 375 
some emails and flyers to out round for peopledo you have enough people to 376 
speak to about brain injur 377 

I: yeah yeah we’ve had quite a lot of people who have done the survey and 378 
then consented to do the interview urm so I think we have our like urm 379 
minimum amount obviously more and more people would be fantastic the more 380 
people the better 381 

P: I’ll get my manager to help and fill it out 382 

I: ahh thank you that’s great 383 

P: ok nice to speak to you 384 

I: do you have any question for me about the process  385 
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P: not at all unless there is anything else I can do to help then give me a 386 
call 387 

I: ok thank you so much (name)  388 

P: thank you very much 389 

I: take care bye 390 

P: bye 391 


